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REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING
Central Washing ton University
May 3, 1989
Presiding Officer:
Connie Roberts
Recording secretary: sue Tirotta
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m.
ROLL CALL
Senators:
Visitors:

All Senators or their Alternates were present except for Alumbaugh,
Bennett, Bundy, Clark, Dixon and Wallace.
Phil Backlund, Robert Edington, Dale Comstock, Anne Denman, T.J. Sedgwick,
Kent Richards and Carolyn Wells.

CHANGES TO AGENDA
None
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
*~10TION NO. 2688
Beverly Heckart moved and Norman Wolford seconded a motion to
approve the minutes of the April 12, 1989 meeting with the following change: on Page
2, Report #5 (Faculty Opinion Survey of Administrators} change all references to "Dr.
Heesacker" to read "Mr. Heesacker." Motion passed.
COMMUNICATIONS
None
REPORTS
1.

CHAIR
-Connie Roberts reported that she attended the April 21, 1989 Board of Trustees
meeting. The Board expressed interest in the academi~ planning process outlined
by Provost Edington, and they have scheduled a Board planning retreat for June
16-17, 1989. At that time they will review the report being compiled on the Camp
Field retreat.
-Chair Roberts summarized the Camp Field planning retreat held on April 25-27,
1989.
Initially, many questions concerning the university were considered (e.g.,
Where does c.w.u. wish to be in 5 years? How would the mission of the university
be described? What kind of an institution is c.w.u.? How is c.w.u. unique from
other universities in the state?}. Also identified were l} strengths within the
university which enhance its ability to fulfill its mission, 2} the limitations
of the university, and 3} opportunities external to the university which would
enhance its position.
In addition, external constraints and competing agencies
were identified.
The 23 "talking papers" included in the planning book
(available for review at the Reference Desk in the c.w.u. Library} were
prioritized, with the top 5 as follows:: 1} Planning and Budget, 2} Faculty
Development, 3} Academic Planning, 4} Faculty Recruitment and 5} Mission and
Roles. The remainder of the retreat focused on these 5 categories, with emphasis
on establishment of concept development, identification of issues involved and
definition of alternatives and solutions to each issue. A summary document on
the retreat will be prepared, and a draft planning document will be developed by
Fall 1989.

2.

PRESIDENT
President Donald Garrity reported that it is difficult to determine at this
time the final impact of the extended legislative session on higher education
funding.
The Council of Presidents met on April 28, 1989, and it was their
general consensus that a longer Special Legislative Session will generally not
work in favor of higher education budgets.
Concerning the Tuition Bill, the President noted that statewide lack of
student support contributed to the outcome of this matter.
It is hoped that
alternatives may be developed to existing legislation which sets tuitions based
upon a percentage of the cost of instruction.
In response to a Senator's question concerning monies for institutional
support, President Garrity replied that the House budget's proposed allocation in
this area was made on the basis of controversial Higher Education Coordinating
( HEC} Board figures instead of upon actual enrollment numbers.
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PROVOST
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs Robert Edington reported
his positive impressions of the Camp Field retreat and indicated that his
previous experience has included extensive academic planning at other
universities.
The Camp Field participants will soon be called back together for
an additional day of work in which the goals will be to 1) identify recommended
objectives and goals for the next 5 years in the 5 prioritized areas, and 2) set
a schedule to deal with the remaining issues. Provost Edington emphasized that
the nature of the discussion was wide-ranging and open, with no decisions or
commitments made at this time. Notes from both Camp Field meetings will be
consolidated and formulated into a report which will be shared with the Board of
Trustees, the Camp Field Group and all other interested parties. This report
will form the basis for work during the summer on a first draft of a set of
priority statements that will then be distributed to the university community.
Systematic discussion of the draft will be solicited during Fall quarter 1989.
The Camp Field Group will consider all input and then draft an academic plan,
including budget and cost figures, by Spring quarter 1990.
Provost Edington noted that the most important part of the academic plan
concerns academic programs, specifically program consolidation and reduction. He
stated that recommendations in this area are not yet program specific and that
they will be made on a 5-year basis.
Those programs, both new and existing,
which have the greatest potential for success will be identified. About 90
undergraduate programs currently exist, and the planning process should reduce
that number over a phased period of 4-5 years to produce fewer but stronger
programs.
Provost Edington strongly emphasized that the intent of the program
reduction portion of the planning process should not result in staff
retrenchment. He explained that attrition through faculty retirement over the
next 5 years is expected to play a large role in the program reduction process
and that during the final consolidation of programs some faculty may be offered
an opportunity for re-training or transfer to other programs.

4.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Ethan Be rgman o utlined the history of the proposed Course Repetition Policy
from its introduction as a student petition in Spring 1988 through its review by
the Undergraduate Council and finally to the Academic Affairs Committee, which
brought its recommendation before the Senate as MOTION NO. 2677 on February 1,
1989. At that time the Senate voted to return the proposed policy to the
Academic Affairs Committee with instructions for the committee to consult with
the Graduate Council before returning a proposal to the Faculty Senate. The
Academic Affairs Committee considered the recommendations of the Graduate Council
and decided to reintroduce MOTION NO. 2677 as previously stated.
Dale Comstock, Dean of Graduate Studies and Research, noted that the
Graduate Council recommended that 1) in 2., replace "only the second grade" with
"both grades," and replace "however" with "and;" and 2) in 3. replace "same basis
as described above" with "basis of the second grade earned."
He added that
although the Graduate Council was concerned about how such a proposal would hA
implemented, few graduate students actually repeat courses.
CURRENT POLICY:
"Any course may be repeated. All grades earned will be used in computing the
grade point average.
Successful repetition of a course previously passed carries
no additional credit, unless otherwise indicated in the course description.
Courses may not be repeated on a credit/no credit basis."
(p. 24, 87/80 University Catalog)
*MOTION NO. 2677
COURSE REPETITION POLICY
Some courses are approv e d for rep e tition with credit awarded each time the
course is taken and passed. Such approval is indicated in the course description
in this catalog.
Other courses may be repeated under the following conditions:
1. Students may repeat such courses only once, and credit will be awarded only
once. This condition also applies to transfer courses that are repeated at
Central.
2. When a course is repeated, only the second grade earned will be used in the
computation of the cumulative grade point average, however both grades will
remain in the student's official record.
3. Major grade point averages will be computed on the same basis as described
above when major courses are repeated.
Implement Fall, 1989.
(Approved by Undergraduate Council on December 7, 1988 and senate Academic
Affairs Committee on March 15, 1989; motion tabled 2/1/89)

(continued)
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, continued
Chai~ Robe~ts sha~ed the following
with the Senate:

Pag e 3
cou~se

~epetition

data from the Registrar

SPRING 1989
FALL 1988
WINTER 1989
186
97
116
TOTAL REPEATS
60
24
26
FAILED 1ST TIME
20
10
7
REPEATED = D
18
7
7
REP8ATED = F
(figures do not include Physical Education activity cou~se

~epeats)

In ~esponse to a question from the senate, Dr. Bergman responded that if a
course needs to be completed as a major requirement and the course is failed upon
repetition, under the new policy the student may conclude that changing his/her
major is appropriate.
Registrar Carolyn Wells answered questions concerning implementation of the
proposed policy.
She noted that, unde~ the current system, about 90% of students
self-report at regist~ation whether or not they are repeating a course; the
remainder must be manually noted when they're transcripts are reviewed at a later
date. She added that although a computer program could feasibly "flag" repeated
courses during registration, use of such a computer program might significantly
slow the registration process Eo~ all students. Ethan Bergman added that Eastern
washington University also uses such a self-report process for repeated courses.
The Registrar noted additional concerns: 1) many students repeat a course three
times, and this is often not noted until manual review of the transcript at the
time of the student's graduation, and 2) it is unclear how the transfer of
equivalent courses from other colleges would be handled.
In response to a
suggestion that the "better of 2 grades" instead of "just the 2nd grade" be used
in GPA computation, Registrar Wells replied that this would be even more
complicated than what is now proposed.
The question was called for and vote immediately taken on tabled MOTION NO. 2677.
Motion defeated.
The Senate conceded that the student body is genuinely concerned about this
issue but could not resolve the questions surrounding implementation of the
proposed policy change. It was agreed that the Senate Executive Committee would
refer the issue back to the Academic Affairs Committee to review the technical and
cost problems of implementation in detail.
5.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
None

6.

CODE COMMITTEE
None

7.

CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
*MOTION NO. 2689 Warren Street moved approval of University Curriculum Committee
page 1005. Motion passed.
PAGE
1005
1005
1005

ANTH 456
B.S./Math-Actuarial Option
BISC 416

Course Addition
Program Change
Course Addition

*MOTION NO~ 2690 Warren Street moved approval of the Winter 1989 draft of the
curriculum Planning and Procedure s Guide, including the following changes:
-Page 3, Paragraph 7, Line 1: Change to "Proposals to add new major and degree
programs will be subject to •.. "
-Page 4, Pl, Ll:
Delete "Should such review be necessary,"
-Page 4, P7, L3: Change to " ... consistency with the programmatic goals and
budgetary capacity of the school or ... "
-Page 5, P3, Ll: Correct spelling of "membership"
-Page 6, P2, L2:
Delete last word on line: "and"
-Page 7, Pl, L3:
Insert wording so sentence reads "Proposals which require
additional levels of review or modification during the course of the process .•• "
-Page 7, Pl, L5: Alter beginning of sentence to read "In the year preceding ... "
Page 7, P7: Replace with: b. Proposals involVing the initiation of a new major,
minor or program shall be sent to the Graduate or Undergraduate Council. On
approval by the appropriate council, proposals affecting the teacher education
curriculum will be sent to the Teacher Education Council. After council approvals
are received, new program proposals are routed to the University Curriculum
Committee.
(continued)
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CURRICULUM COMMITTEE , continued
*MOTION NO. 2690, continued
-Page 7, P8:
Delete last sentece.
Redundant with page 8, #8.
-Page 8, P2, Ll:
Transpose letters in "Univeristy"
-Page 8, P4:
Extend sentence:
" .•. to the Faculty Senate and referred to the
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee:"
-Page 8, PS:
Extend point a.:
" ..• to constitute a new course, including
proposals to make more than three changes to an existing course."
-Page 10, P2:
Replace "ahead of" with "beyond" in rule specifying course level
el ig ib il i ty.
-Page 10 , PS:
replace "Registrar" with " Dean of Undergraduate studies" in
procedure for course number assignment .
-Page 11 , Pl :
Replace "Remedial Courses" with "Remedial courses for which credit
will not be counted toward degree requirements."
-Page 13, Pl : Add words, to read '' .•. 20 class hours (16 clock hours) and 10 hours
of related work for each credit ."
-Pagl:! 15, Pl-. LS :
Extend sentence:
" .•• approval of the department chair and dean
prior to the beginning of the course."
-page 16 , Ll :
Insert "(CFE)" at the end of the line to introduce this
abbreviation.
-Page 17, P4, Ll:
Use "CFE's" in place of full wording.
-Page 17, P8:
Change "to enroll in a 290 course •.• " to "before enrolling in a 290
course •.• "
-Page 18, Pl, Ll : .Replace " to" with " for"
-Page 20, P6:
Replace "matriculated admission" with "matriculation"
-Page 21, P3 , L4:
Insert a sentence after " ••. free elective courses."
The
sentence is in the current guide but was inadvertantly omitted form this version:
"Majors may not exceed 110 quarter credits."
-Page 23A : Add "Provost and " ·to the title for the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
-Page 23A:
Make arrow from Provost to HEC Board double-headed.
Motion passed.
Senator Charles McGehee stated that he misunderstood the intention of the
vote on Motion No. 2691 and that he had unanswered questions regarding the Guide.
*MOTION NO. 2691 Jay Bachrach moved and Patrick McLaughlin seconded a motion to
reopen the floor for discussion of the Curriculum Planning and Procedures Guide in
order to address Senator McGehee's questlons .
Motion passe~l3 yes , 12 no).
Senator McGehee asked for an explanation of Page 8, item number 8, which
states thilt "Proposals rejected at. any level of review are to be returned to the
department or program o.f origin with a letter of explanation.
Copies of the
letter of explanation are to be sent to each committee and/or dean previously
approving the proposal."
Warren Street explained that the intent of this
procedure is to expedite the curriculum process and not to circumvent the
University Curdcuium Committee .
Senator McGehee asked for clarification on Page 5 under the General Eduation
Committee which states "The General Education Committee is responsible to the Dean
of undergraduate Studies but reports to the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs and makes its specific curricular recommendations to the Faculty
Senate."
Warren Street explained that the Dean of Undergraduate Studies convenes
meetings , works closely with the committee and provides support services, whereas
the Provost is administratively responsible for the committee.
Se nato r Stephen Jefferies asked for the rationale behind Page 4, paragraph 4,
which states that "Proposals for curriculum change that affect other departments
or programs must be app-roved by the department or program affected before being
submitted to the school dean for approval."
Warren Street explained that this is
a fundamentally conservative policy which assures that existing curriculum will
remain in place if departments cannot reach agreement or compromise concerning
program changes.
Senator McGehee asked what "proofs" would be considered acceptable under Page
22, item #1 through 3, which list exceptions to the credit limits for major
concentrations for all undergraduate degrees. Warren Street answered that, in
many cases, even the judgment of independent examiners in these areas could be
considered subjective and a matter of opinion.

8.

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE - None

OLD BUSINESS - None
NEW BUSINESS - None
ADJOURNMENT - The meeting was adjourned at 4:35 p.m.
*

*

* * *

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

MAY 17, 1989

*

*

*

*

*

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10p.m., Wednesday, May 3, 1989
SUb 204-205
I.

ROLL CAL.L

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III.

APPROVA~

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS

V.

REPORTS

OF MINUTES - April 12, 1989

1.

Chair
-Camp Field Retreat (April 25-27)

2.

President

3.

Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs

4.

Academic Affairs Committee
-Course Repetition Policy (see attached motion)

5.

Budget Committee

6.

Code Committee

7.

Curriculum Committee
-ucc Page 1005
~curriculum Planning & Procedures Guide

8.

Personnel Committee

VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

* * *

NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

May 1 7, 1 9 8 9

* * *
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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Current Polic y:
"Any course may be repeated.
All grades earned will be used in
computing the grade point average.
Successful repetition of a
course previously passed carries no additional credit, unless
otherwise indicated in the course description. Courses may not
be repeated on a credit/no credit basis."
(p. 24, 87/80 University Catalog)

* * * * *
MOTION:
Some courses are approved for repetition with credit
awarded each time the course is taken and passed.
Such
approval is indicated in the course description in this
catalog.
Other courses may be repeated under the following
conditions:
1.

Students may repeat such courses only once, and credit
will be awarded only once. This condition also applies
to transfer courses that are repeated at Central.

2.

When a course is repeated, only the second grade earned
will be used in the computation of the cumulative grade
point average, however both grades will remain in the
student's official record.

3.

Major grade point averages will be computed on the same
basis as described above when major courses are repeated.
Implement Fall, 1989.

(Approved by Undergraduate Council on December 7, 1988
and Senate Academic Affairs Committee on March 15, 1989)

* * * * *
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Central
Washington
University

Facully Senale
Bouillon 240
Ellensburg. Washinglon 98926
(509) 963-3231

March 1, 1989
Dear Colleague:
Attached is a draft of a proposed revision of the Curriculum
Planni ng and Procedures Guide.
The Guide is the Faculty
Senate's primary statement of curriculum policies and procedures
for effecting curriculum change.
Provisions of the current Guide, produced in Spring, 1985, have
been modified by the actions of the Faculty Senate and further
modifications have been suggested by the Senate Curriculum
Committee.
In the attached draft, deletions from the present
Guide are shown by overstruck letters and additions are denoted
by underscored letters.
We have distributed complete copies of
the draft only to Academic Adminstrators, Faculty Senators,
Department Offices, faculty on curriculum committees and a few
other sites. Others have been advised of this distribution and
may contact you to review your copy.
Your evaluation of these changes is important to the Senate's
decision regarding adoption of the draft.
If you have comments
about the proposed revisions or would like to recommend
alternatives to proposed wording, please submit them in writing
to Warren Street, Department of Psychology, either via campus
mail or by VAXMail to WARREN.
The proposed revision will be considered by the Faculty Senate
at its April 12, 1989 meeting.
Comments should be submitted
no later than Monday, April 3, 1989.

v;;;;·R4ML
Warren R. Street, Chair
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee

SPECIAL NOTES REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE
CURRICULUM PLANNING AND PROCEDURES MANUAL

Wherever "Council for Postsecondary Education" appears, it has
been changed to "Higher Education Coordinating Board."
Wherever "Student Board of Control" appears, it has been
changed to "Student Board of Directors."
Wherever "Vice President for Academic Affairs" appears, it has
been changed to "Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs."

CURRICULUM PLANNING

Pages 3 and 4: Large section of underlined text beginning
with "All course and program changes, additions .•. " and ending
on Page 4 with " ... whatever submissions are required" has been
moved from Pages 8 and 9, former items 10 thru 13 plus ending
paragraph.
Page 7: Text under heading "Procedures for Currric~lum
Change" beginning "The procedures to be followed .•. " --MOTION NO. 2643 passed by Faculty Senate on June 1, 1988.

AND
PROCEDURES

* * * • •

DRAFT

* * * * *

Page 15: Underlined text beginning "After final approval, the
course may be offered •.. " under "Workshops" and under
"Seminars" --MOTION NO. 2544 passed by Faculty Senate on February 4, 1987.
Page 18: Section on "Professional Development courses"
MOTION NO. 2610 passed by Faculty Senate on February 3, 1988.
Page 18: Section on "DEPT 700" courses --- MOTION NO. 2669
passed by Faculty Senate on December 7, 1988.
Page 21: Section under "Undergraduate Degrees" beginning "The
General Education program must be completed by all ... "--MOTION NO. 2587A passed by Faculty Senate on November 11, 1987.
1

Page 23A: For changes in Appendix A, "Curriculum Approval
Process," please compare it with the chart on Page 23B from the
current Curriculum Planning and Procedures manual.

Central Washington University
WINTER 1989

Page 2

Page 3

CURRICULUM PLANNING AND PROCEDURES MANUAL
DOMAIN OF THE FACULTY IN CURRICULUM MATTERS
INTRODUCTION

'WW#¥11

~¥9'VItVf lrlt~!fWW~

'GENERAL CURRICULUM RESPONSIBILITIES

l"N#rJiriY
:URRICULUM DEFINED
This manual describes the procedures and rules through
which curricular proposals are prepared and approved at Central
Washington University . !h! manual is ~ product ~ ~ Faculty
Senate; the Facolty Senate Curriculum Comm lttee ~ responsible for
kee~in~ the Curriculum Plann1ng and Procedures Manual ~ ~ ~
f~ ~iiYyY/ ltYThe word curriculum refers to individual
courses of study or aggregations (programs) of such courses
offered by the University. Programs may lead to degrees or
certificates or they may identify concentrations or areas of
study.
The curriculum is the University's primary means for
providing learning opportunities for its students. The University
is responsible for its curriculum.
~/ Wv' c;71.1VUV~ IIIVs'V rf¢1
</udriYsf/ ridtf/ tlririrf Y~ irirf 'it<iv'/rftl/ rirfrl ~fi il.lt"ff'Ydlf'lliri rili~t !rid~
'irt'V~~ ~ W~lti# EM,i~o'e'$" Voor lt'liif<rli We' WW9"tfsiftf{

W

~

W W

vv.wo'~~IV

The teaching faculty ~ollectively, reoresented ~ the
Faculty Senate, is t he major force governing the curriculum of the
U.lliversity. The facu l ty acts through the Faculty Senate, academ ic
departments and the various commi ttees which make up the
curricular process.
As is shown on the curriculum approval chart ~I!Vr.V
(Aooendix I) , certa in curricular changes are subject to
examinat~on-by the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
and the Board of Trustees a ft er the faculty review procedures have
been met.
Beyond the campus, state legislation controls the range
programs wh ich may be offered.ffV Y~The ~~ififV ~
V~ ~ Bigher Education CoordTnating Board 2!.
other ~ aoenc1es may be empowered to review and make
recommendat ions regarding new degree program offerings by the
University. l'Ytte' llr:IWfi'#Wy' Y'!f fir# vfl'<(lillrlfl'rf tlo' rlt'<r'iflitt~W ~o'q'u'aWs'
of

deg~ee

lilrwtY

~

t;AW

- ~~IV

~

wm

~ «'a'~

All course ~ program changes, additions and deletions
should be cons1 de.r ed .!.!!. ~ of ~ effect upon ~ academ1c
mission of the Uni vers ity ~ the1r adherence to curr1culum policy
as outlined in thi s Curriculum Guide. Care s hould be exercised to
·avoid needless dUplication and to assess the effects-of curr1cu lum
'ChailQes 2.!2 deoartments which may be affected.
Whenever Questions of curriculum policy ~ raised ~
curriculum proposals, the facu lty Senate Curriculum Committee
should be consulted.
Whenever guestions ~ concerns of ~ adm inistrative
nature ~ raised, the appropriate dean should be consulted: for
/teacher education courses and programs, consultation should £!
,with the ~ of Professional Studies; !$£ undergraduate and
graduate courses and programs, consultat~on should £! with the
~~ of Undergraduate Studies ~ ~ of Graduate Studies

I

re~pectively.

Proposals ~ add ~ decree programs may £! subject to
rev iew !?.Y_ _lli Washington ~ Higher Education Coordinating ~
£E ~State agency. In general, ~~degree program is
deflned ~ ~ change .!.!!. level (e.g., Bachelor, Ma·s ter), £E ~
~ Arts, Science, Fine ~

Page 4

Should such review be necessary, it is the
resoonsibility of the ori~inating deoartment 2r program to assist
~ Dean $f Graduate Studtes ~ ~ ~ ~ Undergraduate Studies
~ preparLng whatever submtss tons ~ requlred.
SPECIFIC CURRICULUM RESPONSIBILITIES

. iOVJ7'xf'lloWNfll' lt¢1!ioiiif#VVliVlle's' aV We' D'e1ia'r7tWEM: rleVWJ
Departments
Most curriculum· modifications occur because of the
changing needs, goals, and capabilities of departments. It is the
responsibility of tbe department to revise curricu lum offerings
through its curriculum committee, the entire department faculty or
the chairperson. Proposals for curriculum change are returned to
the department with a letter of explanation if they are
disapproved at any point in the curriculum change process.
The department bears primary responsibility for assuring
the academic integrity and intellectual quality of its proposals
as well as for the clarity and accuracy of . course and program
descriptions.
Proposals for curriculum change that affect other
departments or programs must be approved by the departments or
programs affected before being submitted to the school dean for
approval. Such proposals that have not been approved by the
departments or programs affected will be rejected by the
University Curriculum Committee and returned to the department of
origin.
Each department is required to proofread catalog copy
for its own curriculum offerings. Final catalog copy is the
responsibility of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies in
consultation with the department, program or office involved.
All departments are urged to make curriculum study and
revision a year-round process, rather than a once-a-year effort.
All proposals received in the Dean of Undergraduate Studies or
Graduate Studies office prior to May 1st will be acted upon in
time for the next biennial university catalog. Proposals received
after that date will be acted upon in order of their submission.
School

~

The Dean of the School or College to which the
department or program is assigned scrutinizes curriculum proposals
to assure their consistency with the programmatic and budgetary
goals of the school or college as well as for clarity, accuracy
and academic quality.

Page 5

Councils
The Graduate Council, Undergraduate Council and Teacher
. Education Council are primarily concerned with review and
: recommendation of fpv~qi~ ~~~YVtdagf ~majors, minors £E
: programs .b efore their submission to the University Curriculum
Committee. Their responsibility includes Yv¢v¥vv¥~q ~~~
, ~id~diati ~d aiiite ~ai ~eiY assuring that curriculum proposal s
1are consistent with the programmatic goals of the graduate,
, undergraduate and teacher education components of the Universi ty
respectively.

I
·

University Curriculum Committee

The committee makes recommendations to the Faculty
Senate as described below under "Procedures for Curriculum
Change."
Committee memership consists of ten faculty and three
students. Faculty members serve three (3) year appointments (with
terms staggereq so that at least six members will continue from
one year to the next) and are nominated by the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee and appointed by the Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Students serve fwa term of one
academic year, beginning in September. Student members are
nominated by the Board of ~~~udVV Directors and appointed by the
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.

The University Curriculum Committee reports to the
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs but makes its
speci fic-cllrricular recommendations to the Faculty Senate. The
1Committee's mandate is a broad one: it has supervisory authority
! to assure the academic integrity and intellectual quality of
courses and programs presented to it, as well as for the clarity
and accuracy of course and program descriptions.
General Education Committee

I, reviewing

The General Education Committee is responsible for
and recommending policies regarding the general
education requirements and the ge~eral education program itself.
The General Education Committee is responsible to the Dean of
Undergraduate Studies but t/,/ ~ ~ t;lW ~~ ~
! Cbfuiv"~e'e'/V reports VWs' p'u'aifo's'a'Vs' b"o' ttb'e' rta'ai.rl.W s'eitat!e'N to the
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs and makes its
spectftc-currTCUlar recommendattons to~ Faculry-senare.---

!
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Faculty Senate
PROCEDURES FOR CURRICULUM CHANGE

The Faculty Senate acts on proposed alterations in the
curriculum and provides policies and rules for the conduct of
curricular affairs. This Manual is a product of the Faculty
Senate. Curriculum matters submitted to the Senate are usually
referred in turn to the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, a
standing committee of the Senate.

~

procedures ~ be followe d ~ reguestino ~ curricular chanoe
gi ven below. ~ minimum of ~ill months should ~ allowed
f£E . proposals !£ ~ flnal approval.
Prooosals whlch regu1re
modl fication during ~ course ~ ~ process may require ~ longer
period of time. ~years preced1ng the publicat1on of ~ ~
catalog, proposals which ~ the ~ of Undergraduate Studies
~ ray ~ ~ ~ ~ approved ~ all subsequent levels ~ be
1nc uded ~ ~ upcoming catalog.
~

Facultv Senate Curriculum Committee
The Pa culty Senate Curriculum Committee is concerned
with studying, developing and recommending curr icular policies and
to the Senate and is responsible for keeping the Curriculum
Planning and Procedures Manual up to date.
It screens curric~um
proposals to assure their compliance with this guide. See Section
3.25.A.3. of the ~Faculty Code" for~ elaboration of the powers
of~ Faculty Senate CurriCUTUm Committee.

l

students~

1.

Proposals for curriculum change may be initiated by (a)
(b) faculty members~ 2£ (c) deans.

2.

Proposals must be reviewed and approved by (a) departments
YV!If/'/<i'i'#flri'#Y as a whole YI 1/e'/<i'itfrtrir#<iY f/1/t'iYf/1/Y..tri ri~YWf/f/r/1 if'¢'
if~~~ ~~YV; 2£ (b ) committees responsible for
non-departmenta~ or inte rdepartmental programs.

3.

Proposals approved at the departmental or program level are sent
for approval to the dean of the school or college within which the
department or program is assigned.

4.

If approved by the school or college dean, proposals are forwarded
to the graduate or undergraduate dean for routing to one of the
Councils or to the University Curriculum Committee as specified
below.
a.

All curriculum proposals, except those for new programs, will
be sent to the University Curriculum Committee.

b.

Proposals involving the in iti ation of a new major, minor or
program shall be sent to the appropriate Council -- Graduate,
Unde rgraduate, Teacher Education. On approval by the Council,
new program proposals are V~VVVe~ routed to the University
Curriculum Committee.
The three Councils, Teacher Education, Graduate, and
Undergraduate, will be ke pt informed of agenda matters before
the Univers i ty Curriculum Committee and may review and make
recommendat i ons regarding such matters to the University
Curriculum Committee.
The University Curriculum Committee will judge proposals in
the light of the broad mandate specified for them above as
well as in terms of feasibility and consistency with the
educational role of Central Washington University . The UCC
shall have power to require new proposals to meet the format
requirements and rules which are in existence at the time of
the proposal's submission.
Proposals which are not approved
will be returned to the originating department with an
explanation of the Committee's action.
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5.

6.

All chances approved by the University Curriculum Committee will
be placed i n the minutes of the committee and copies of the
minutes shall be sent to departments, academic deans,
members of the Senate, me.m bers of the Senate Curriculum
Committee and members of the three Councils. Minutes will include
the committee's agenda to show proposals sti ll to be
considered.
Proposals of the following types, if approved by the Univeristy
Curr i culum Comm i ttee, will be sent to the Dean of Undergraduate
Studie~ for incorporation in the next catalog and to the Registrar
for administrative implementation:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

course deletions
course credit changes
course title changes
course description changes
changes in course number.

b.

c.
d.
e.

o'oiiW'l'Vf/d'II

~lht# r::ltl ~ oV em'~~~
vctW~I ~ ~ ~ ~ t;>1r ~.,.'
~

VY¥/ WEfflle'\Mi

t¥rri

~9'~~(!~~¥)d

~ ~

¥>4'

~(!~ ~

9o/ "'~

11fl~rtfl~~w~w~~·

~

Vfi~.-1

w.r.

~w~rw-r~~ll)o/{# ~JW~W

Wf/ WF/!!/r/Wrft/(/ri WWf/ O'Q\I'rt<tW V9'11 Tf<tfftt!l'fi'19W<trl'Y ~ W ~
/Yh ~~ 9' r;'i!IV ~ ~ ¥¥ ~ w o/
rtrt<trtrtfl
~ w~.;.; ~~ ~¥· w t;we ~flr'v ~v
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course changes which are so substantial as to constitute a
course
course additions
program initiations
program deletions
changes in programs.

I

Proposals approved £Y the Faculty Senate c~rriculum Committee
shall be considered for approva l at the f1rst regular Senate
.
meeting which occurs two weeks or more after l¢f~ttf~~tf¢~ ¢f t~¢ ,
pt~~¢~-~~Y such aoproval.
Proposals which are approved by the
Faculty Senii't'ea-re sent to the Dean of Undergraduate Studies for
incorporation in the next catalog and to the Registrar for
implementation.
II
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Proposals rejected at any level of review are to be returned
to the department or program of origin with a letter of
explanation. Copies of the letter of explanation are to be sent
to each committee and/or dean previously approving the proposal.

~~~~~~,~ ~~ ~~j~ ~~~~j~~l~~ ~~j~~~

871ft' ua'Wfic;Y W ~
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Proposals of the following types, if approved by the University
Curriculum Committee, are forwarded to the Faculty Senate:
a.

VWI ~ ~ 9'11 ~~

9~YYl9YiYY

IMPLEMENTATION
Curriculum actions of the Senate may be implemented as soon as
they appear in the published minutes of the Senate and must be
implemented no later than their ~ublication in the public document
appropriate to that action. Examples of such documents are the
bienn i al University Catalog, the quarterly Class Schedule, the course
change sheet distributed ~t registration, and the Curriculum Guide.
These publications shall ref l ect changes at the earliest opportunity.
Policy changes shall not be applied retroactively. In most practical
cases, changes aproved by the Senate are implemented at the beginning
of the next quarter after approval.
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I~ntvitittt~wtdi

CURRICULUM RULES

lV:"drli"iri 'iri r;r;
I~vl~'ivlri 'ivl 'PI

Rules for courses
1.

t~t

pittteitit

100
200
300
400
500

through
through
through
through
through

Ur.li

199
299
399
499
700

Courses may be cross-listed between departments but must bear
identical course descriptions, numbers, credits and titles.

lvl~'/1'/~~~y ~~~~tl Yi~ ¢1e~¥~'1 ~¢1

w

V~ ~

VI

New numbers must be cleared with the Registrar before they are
submitted to committees in order to prevent the assignment of the same
number to more than one course.
The established basic plan for the numbering system, both as it
applies to the institution as a whole and to the grouping within
subject fields, will be followed:
Ending in 01 to 09
Ending in 10 to 89
Ending in 90
Ending in 91
Ending in 92, 93, 95
Ending in 96

-------

-1-1

Introduction to Broad Areas.
Regular Department Courses.
Field Experience. Consult
Contracted Field Experience (CFE)
rules.
Workshops.
Professional Laboratory Experiences
and Practica f'\lllz'V.
Individual S tudy. 1-6 credits. ~
be repeated if subject is different.

rv

s~Yt¢~

''

1tttt~~tttttl ~t~tttr~r~ ~,

i#W•NWtiY

Course No. 100
Course !!£.:. 500
tjet.j 6;9;9/
Course No. 700

~e repe~~e~

tJxtfitev<tiY

Ending in 98
Ending in 99

~

Courses shall be grouped according to common fields of
interest--(i.e., Literature, Bird Study, Tests and Measurements,
.
!etc. J >. Y>'tilt VW!1lf r;J\rlp1;tlfV r;w ~v 9'Vff~~ !NY ~ ¥m' WI ~¥/'
Q'Q'it~~IV Advanced courses should have the same last two numbers as
beginning courses.
Sequence courses covering allied subject matter shall
~~IV be numbered sequentially.

Jr.li

1Y

~~-.~s~tt ~rv: r~Yes ~ri ~~rie

ii

Ending in 97

Students may elect courses designated for the year ahead of their
actual class standing unless the course description specifies
otherwise YQ'It W ~ ~~ !TPWY<t.V ~ W ~,1

ll

~v<tJ

e~itiiilt

-1-1

Course numbering system:
Freshmen
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

~~

titii

rr

Honors. 1-12 credits. Prerequisite,
admission to department honors
program.
Special Topics. 1-6 credits.
Seminar. 1-5 credits. May be
repeated if subject is different.
Remedial Courses.
Profess i onal Development. 1-5
credits.
~t¢1,¢~1 Jt~ ~v~~,t

Thesis), Project and/or Examination.
1-6 credits.
A two-year moratorium exists on course numbers. (Course numbers
may not be reused within a two-year period after they have been
deleted.)
2.

Lower-division courses (100 and 200 level courses)

Lower-division courses generally do not have extensive
college-level prerequisites (aside from preceding courses in the same
sequence). They may require substantial secondary school preparation.
Lower-division courses are normally open to all students, not just
those majoring in the field.
Survey courses which are general introductions to a field of study
offered for non-majors are lower-division courses, as are ftorientation"
courses.
3.

Upper-division courses (300 and 400 level courses)

Upper-division courses require substantial college-level
preparation on the part of the student. Ordinarily this should be
indicated in the course description by a discussion of recommended
background which will describe to both students and advisors what is
expected.
Recommended background can be indicated in several ways, among
them:
(1) specifying particular courses (or their equivalents) which
should have been completed prior to enrollment; (2) specifying a
certain number of credits in specified parts of the field which should
have been completed prior to enrollment; (3) specifying a certain
number of total college credits which should have been completed prior
to enrollment (or an equivalent such as "senior standingft); (4)
specifying permission of the instruc:tor or department so that some sort
of direct assessment of the student's qualifications is made.
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4.

Graduate courses (500, 600 and 700 level courses)

Graduate courses are usually open only to graduate students who
have been formally admitted to a graduate program of the University.
Seniors may enroll in graduate courses with the approval of the
instructor of the course and the department chairman. Credit earned in
such courses may meet undergraduate or graduate program requirements,
but not both.
If the undergraduate wishes to designate the course for
a graduate program requirement, approval must be obtained from the Dean
of Graduate Studies.
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8.

Credit allocation to courses

a.

Activity courses, laboratory courses, workshops, practica,
field experience:
A minimum of 20 class hours (16 clock hours) for each
credit. These courses may be allowed variable credit in
their catalog listing.

b.

Lecture , recitation , discus s ion, seminar, special topics:
A minimum of one class-hour meeting and two clock hours of
related work per week for each credit. Seminars and
special topics courses whose numbers end with 98 or 99 may
be allowed variable credit in their catalog listing .

Some upper-division courses may be applicable for an advanced
degree at the University within limi~ations of general Universtiy
requirements and the appropriateness of a course to a particular
degree, but this does not change the leve l of the credit.
5.

Course titles and descriptions

The title of a course should describe very briefly · the material
covered in the course. Course descriptions need only be used when an
elaboration is necessary and should be concise. Course descriptions
can appropriately include prerequisites, or such qualifications as "not
to be counted in the major." A cours.e which introduces a discipline
might properly have a description.
6.

Prerequisites
Prerequisites to a course are appropriate if:
a.
b.
c.

7.

Certain basic skills are needed for success in the course.
A course is one of a sequence.
A certain level of maturity and familiarity with the language
of the discipline is necessary for success.

Restrictions on courses

Departments may restrict students from enrolling in lower-level
courses if the students have completed work in the discipline at a
higher level, or if the students show competence in lower-level courses
(and desire advanced study).
Credit for a course may not be given more than once unless the
catalog specifies the course may be repeated.

VO'Itb'e'v doVvlie'li dfl w.v11 ti'Ne' ria'/ rlc:N;y

..£.!.

Co,u rses which combine components from !!..!. and E..:. ~
shou l d ~ allocated credit based on the percentaae of ~
component.

!k_WN Individual study, honors, thesis:
A minimum of 30 clock hours of study per credit. These
courses may be allowed variable credit in their catalog
listing.
e. W'.;l/ No more than VtW ~ ~ credi t may be offered within
a We'# ~~per iod of three consecutive calendar
~ nor~ ~ ~ credits wit hi n a ~
period of ~consecutive calendar days.
( For each
additional credit add~ consecutive ca lendar days.)
~ portion of at least ~ (not necessarily

!..:.

f2E each credit

~~IV

Except as specified above, courses may not be allowed
variable credits in their catalog l ist ings. The above
standards are to be observed to determine credit allocation
when variable-credit courses are offered and student
enrollments are approved.

consecutive) days

~

be utilized .

h. ~IV Time and effort expectations may exceed the minimum
-standards.
However, if time spent on class and related
work for the course by the average student approaches the
minimum requirements for the next credit level, departments
should reevaluate credit allocation.
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9.

Individual ;,y~tudy
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J19VY'r'r

"Individual Study" courses, numbered -96, should include either
(1) study on specific topics that are not offered as separate courses,
or (2) other areas for which the student is prepared but which are not
covered as existing courses.
The content of "Individual Study" courses is planned so that at
least 30 clock hours of intensive study will be required per credit.
The Individual Study course may be repeated for credit.

11.

Workshops

Workshops (-91) must meet in a class setting for a minimum of 20
hours (16 clock hours) for each credit assigned to the workshop.
Workshop courses may be graded either S/U or by letter grade, depend i ng
on the nature of the course, upon recommendation by the instructor and
• with the approval of the department chair and dean. No more than two
workshops with a combined total of not more tha_n eight credits may be
applied to a master's degree program. An outline of the proposed
workshop should be prepared by t .he instructor,(i tt. fa t!!S 'De! and
approved in the same manner as outlined above for special topiCS
courses.

Prior to registration, students wishing to register for
"Individual Study" must confer with the appropriate department
I
representative to determine the specific topic(s) to be studied and
~ final approval, the course may be offered for ~ period o f
outline the study area, fill out an "Individual Study Permit" form,
three years. A.!=_ ~ end of this per i od, the depart ment will ~
including the outline on the back of the form, and receive the approval ' reguested to indicate continuation £E delet i on of the course. ~list
signatures of the instructor and the department cha i r. Students may be ; ~ those courses which departments wish 1£ cont i nue for another ~
given S/U or letter grades depending on the nature of the study.
year period wi l l be circulated £Y the ~ of Underoraduate Stud i es ~
the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research to all departments and deans
10. Special !iY!opics
for!~ week rev i ew period.~oar t ments or deans wi th guestTOn_s____
· concern1ng ~ continuation of ! course may review the course proposals
Special Topics (-98) course proposals are, after approval by the
~f i le i n~ aoproprlate De~n's office.
Such~ OIIering will
appropriate department chair and dean, circulated by the Dean of
usuaTIY ~ be introduced into ~ catalog ~ ~ ldentifled regular
Undergraduate or Graduate Studies to all departments and deans for a
course.
two-week review period prior to final approval by the Dean of
Undergraduate or Graduate Studies. Each request must be accompanied by 12. Seminars
a detailed course outline, and the kinds of student work to be
completed (reading, lab, etc.} must be ind i cated along with the number
Seminars (-99) are courses in which students meet to report on and
of credits and class contact hours, maximum section size, and any
discuss their readings on research under the direction of and with the
special requ_irements,. Special Topics proposals must meet standards
participation of the instructor. An outline of the proposed seminar
applied to regular courses before approval will be granted. All course should be prepared by the instructor and must be approved in the same
outlines must be approved by the school dean, Dean of Undergraduate or
manner as outlined above for special topics courses.
Graduate Studies, and a copy must be filed in the University Curriculum
Committee office (Dean of Undergraduate Studies office). After final
After final approval, the course may be offered for ~ period of
approval, the course may be offered for a period of three years. Any
~ years.
~!..!!.!:, end ~ this oeriod, ~ department Wll l be
subsequent offering must be as a regular course, approved through the
reguested to indicate cont1nuation or deletion of the course. A list
established curriculum process.
~ ~ courses which departments WTsh 12 continue for another-~
year period wi l l be circulated £Y the ~ of Undergraduate Stud1es ~
the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research to all departments and deans
for ! two week review perlod.---Departments-or deans with questiOn-s---concerning the continuation of ! course may review the course proposals
~ f i le in ~ appropriate Dean's office.
Such ~offering ~
usually ~ be introduced ~ 1.!!.! catalog .!.!!. !.!l l.de·ntified regular
course.

.
I

!
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13.

Contracted ftYfield
a.

b.

c,

d.

ltY~xperience

1¢~~t~t~Y

Credits and Numbering: The courses will be numbered 290
and/or 490. Credits are variable, 1-15 for 490's, l-5 for
290 CFE' s, with one credit requirin·g 30 clock hours (or
more, depending on CFE option) of on-the-job educational
work (including library research, supervised work,
individual projects, etc.) • . CFE courses m.a y be repeated
only when the course content is distinctly different.
Credit will not be given for prior experience.
If the
assignment is terminated by the agency, the student will
receive no credit.
The University shall recognize two primary forms of CFE's:
•Intern" CFE's and •co-op" CFE's.
Internships are more
intensively structured and more closely supervised for
achieving learning objectives in a briefer time frame (30
hours per credit) and typically involve a single
placement. Co-op CFE's seek equivalent learning benefits
per credit but are designed to better accommodate
employers' needs and require longer placements (50 hours or
more per credit). The intent of the Co-op Program is to
involve students in a series of CFE's alterna·ted with
in-class work starting as early as the end of the freshman
year and including a total of 52 full-time equivalent weeks
of work experience. However, individual students, such as
transfer students, may be allowed to participate in a
reduced portion of the full Co-op plan for a
proportionately reduced number of credits.
In addition, an
internship may also be incorporated in a student's Co-op
plan under these guidelines.
Initiation and planning of a CFE study:
Enrollment in CFE
courses is the student's responsibility. The student
should be adequately prepared for the CFE study and it
should be clear that the study is consistent with the
student's program and will make a direct contribution to
it. The student must have a CFE course agreement form
completed and approved by a qualified faculty member,
agency supervisor, appropriate chair and dean. The form
constitutes a study plan and must include a description of
readings or research, dates of periodic reports, nature of
planned conferences with supervisor, and the nature of the
final report and/or examination.
The outside agency shall
cooperate with the supervising faculty member in planning
the objectives and procedures of a CFE course.
Costs and/or pay: Any costs to the University or
cooperating agency m~st be identified.
Such costs may
include travel and per diem for supervision, released
faculty time, student wages, etc. The student shall not be
put in a position where he is either in competition with
re9ular employees or a source of cheap labor to the outside
a9ency, rather, the objective shall be to provide the
student with as widely varied an experience as is feasible.
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e.

Supervision:
Field courses shall be under the direct
supervision of the approving faculty member as part of the
regular teaching load, who should be easily available to
the student in the field.
Supervision of the field
experience should be shared by the University and the
cooperating agency.
The agency's supervisor must be
identified prior to approval of the experience.

f.

Evaluation: Appropriate means of evaluation will be
established betweeen the student and faculty supervisor.
The outside agency shall aid the supervising faculty member
in evaluating the student's experience. The supervising
,faculty member will fi .l e a written report on each student's
work, together with an S or U grade, witij the department
office.

g.

The outside agency:
In addition to other responsibilities,
the cooperating agency must agree to the written
description of field experience tasks, identify
supervisor(s) and submit supervisor's qualifications to the
appropriate University department.

h.

Contracted Field Experiences (CFE's) shall occur only
within a student's major or minor area of study.
Furthermore, it is the prerogative of individual
departments to place additional restrictions on CFE courses
within their disciplines to those included herein.
In no
case shall a student be allowed to count more than 30 CFE
credits toward his degree requirements, including those
earned as 290 credits, 490 credits and transfer field
experience credits, from all departments and programs
combined. The following guidelines represent the maximum
allowable CFE credits which may be counted within the
required credits of those areas of study:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Within
Within
Within
Within

a
a
a
a

minor, no
45-credit
60-credit
75-credit

more than
major, no
major, no
major, no

5 CFE credits.
more than 10 CFE credits.
more than 20 CFE credits.
more than 30 CFE credits.

i.

Credits for internship CFE's alone should be restricted to
a maximum of fifteen (15) credits in a baccalaureate degree
program..
Any addltlonal-CFE credit should be allowed only
by participating in a Co-op plan.

j.

The minimum requirements recommended for a student to
enroll in a CFE shall be:
1.
2.

At least 10 course credits completed within the
student's major (or minor) to enroll in a 290 course in
the major (or minor).
At least 15 (preferably 20) course credits completed
within the student's major (or minor) to enroll in a
490 course in the major (or minor), exclusive of
previous CFE credits in the area.
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k.

1.

m.

14.

Lower division (290) CFE courses should be allowed on a 1-5
credit basis, with permission to re-enroll to a maximum
total of ten (10) credits.
This same guideline should
apply to transfer of work experience credit from community
colleges, except where other direct inter-institutional
transfer agreements exist, and also to enrollment in
Interdisciplinary Studies 290.
Because educational advantage occurs when CFE's are
alternated with related course work, continuous involvement
in full-time CFE's shall not exceed fifteen (15) credits in
any case without being alternated with at least twelve (12)
credits of in-class coursework.
-

The following conditions must be met in order for a credit
course to be taught off-campus:

a.
b.

c.

Professional Development courses

DEPT 500. Professional Development (1-5).
Development topics and
TSSUes for 1nserv1ce and continuin$ education of professionals.
Not applicable to degrees ~ instltutional req ui rements for
endorsements ££ teaching certificates offered through the
Un1vers1ty.
The appropriate department prefix and department need for the courses
will be established lrior to catalog entry through the curriculum
process. Grading (S 0 ~ letter grades) will be determ1ned at the t ime
of content approvar:--There ~ !!.2. lim1t ~ the number of times such ~
course ~ay be offered.
Each offering wi ll have its ~ ~ and
transcr1pt entry which will appear~ DEPT 500.
PO: (tltle).
Credits. Once the "500" number has ~approved as ~ catalog ~n~ry
for ~ department, subsequent Profess1onal Development courses w1t in
that department will follow the approval process given above for
Special Topics (-98) course proposals; however, ~content requests
may be offered concurrently with ~ review period.
Master's Level courses

Master's Thesis, Project Study and/or Examination (700) course
proposals will have the following catalog description:
DEPT 700. Mas·ter' s Thesis, Project Study and/or
Examination (l-6).
Prerequis1te, perm1ssion o f chair of
student's graduate facu lt y supervisory committee.
Designed
to credlt and record supervised ltudy for the master's
thes i s, non=Ihesis project, stud o pro)eCt, public recital,
and/or examination.
Grade will be either .§. or .!:!..:._ May be
repeated for credlt."

Off-campus courses

The Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs or
designee has authority to approve courses to be taught
off-campus for credit.
Each request will be considered on an
individual basis and must be submitted on forms available in the
office of Extended University Programs prior to offering the
course.

Generally students should plan CFE's to occur before the
last quarter prior to graduation. Otherwise, the CFE
conflicts with the premise that the CFE program is
integrally incorporated into the University's academic
program.

Professional Development (500) course proposals will have the
following catalog description:

15.

2§..:]))4;')

..!l·~Y;'/J'

The course must be a part of the University curriculum.
The course must be taught by a member of the University
faculty or a person approved by the appropriate departmen·
following the provisions of the Faculty Code for the
appointment of faculty.
Students should have available the appropriate library
materials, laborat~ries, special equipment and other
facilities the course may require.
Non-credit courses

As a part of the continuing education of the general publ1 ~, the
University offers opportunities for learning which do not carry
academic credit.
Conferences, workshops, institutes, seminars,
symposia, short courses and similar learning activities are offered t(
individuals for professional development, learning new skills or
general information.
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International study courses

The administration and faculty of Central Washington University
realize that modern education includes an increasingly recognized
requirement to offer broad intercultural, academically sound
opportunities of living and learning as well as more specialized
training. The nature of the University commitment to such programs
makes it mandatory that they be so structured that it will be apparent
to all that they are an integral part of the academic offering. In
addition, the administrative lines of responsibility should be such as
to insure that the programs will be institution-wide in concept,
objectives and implementation. To fulfill this obligation, the
University has been committed to the provision of such opportunities
[for either personal or vicarious learning experiences] under the
following guidelines:

Undergraduate Degrees
~ General Education program ~ be completed £x all Bachelor's
degree recipients. Genera l Education courses outside of t .he major
deoartment ~ ~ speci fied i n ~ degree proqram may be ~ to
sat isfy these General Education requirements ~ well.

The Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) degree designation is reserved for
those undergraduate programs which consist primarily of liberal arts
study. They include approximately one-third study of general
education, one-third study in a specialization and one-third study in
free electives. Majors may not exceed 75 quarter credits and the
minimum number of credits required for the degree is 180.

a.

The Director of International Programs shall be charged
with coordinating and/or implementing all programs which
involve either CWU students or faculty in any area outside
the United States, and all sponsored international programs
which involve foreign students or professors at CWU.

The Bachelor of Science {B.S.) degree designation is reserved for
those undergraduate programs which emphasize the study of science, or a
technical or professional field. They include the general education
program, a specialization and free elective courses. Usually the
recipient of the B.S. is ready for immediate entrance into a career in
the field of specialization. The minimum number of credits required
for the degree is 180.

b.

All financial arrangements for university-sponsored
International programs shall be made through the Office of
International Programs. No employee of the University who
participates in University-sponsored International Programs
as an employee shall receive any monies or gratuities from
any source, in any way related to the program, other than
the University.

The Bachelor of Arts in Education (B.A.Ed.) degree designation is
reserved for three undergraduate pr,ograms which are intended to prepare
teachers (Early Childhood Education, Elementary Education and Special
Education). They include the general education program, professional
specialization not to exceed 65 quarter credits, professional education
study and free elective courses. The minimum number of credits
required for the degree is 180.

c.

International Programs shall not be expected to be
self-supporting but may be partially supported by budgeted
state funds.

d.

Cooperative, consortia or federated arrangements are to be
encouraged among educational institutions with similar aims
and goals.

The Bachelor of Music (B.Mus.) degree designation is reserved for
those undergraduate programs which are intended to prepare students for
professional careers in music. They include the general education
program, a specialization and free elective courses. Majors shall be
limited according to the policy governing professional degrees (see
below). The minimum number of credits required for the degree is 180.

e.

University-sponsored programs shall meet the same academic
criteria as would be required of similar programs on the
home campus and a minimum prerequisite for admission to any
such program {where credit is to be granted) shall be
matriculated admission to the University.
1.

The teaching staff shall consist of academic
professionals who meet the standards for similar
programs on the campus.

2.

The course offerings shall meet equivalent standards
and conditions as those offered on the campus.

3.

Travel programs per se or commercially sponsored
"Travel study" programs will not be granted credit.

Other Bachelor's degrees may be offered where extended
professional instruction can be shown to be necessary to qualify
students to engage in specific professional or occupational fields for
which neither the Bachelor of Arts nor the Bachelor of Science
designation is appropria te. No more than 110 credits beyond the
(ieiei~t i0tteie ~te•e~~y General Education requirements may be
specified in a program for such degrees. Although all of these credits
may be in one department, programs of large size should draw as widely
as possible from the resources of other departments.
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Exceptions to the credit limits for major concentrations for all
undergraduate degrees may be granted by the University Curriculum
Committee and the Senate upon a showing of necessity by the proposing
department which shall include, but not be limited to, documentary
evidence of the following:
1.
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Teacher Preparation Programs
1.

Each department which prepares students in subjects commonly
taught in the elementary schools may offer, if approved:

Standards established by a national accrediting
organization for the program. The accreditation process
must accredit the program, not the student.

2.

Programs of similar content and size offered at comparable
institutions of higher education.

3.

Contemporary employment practices in the involved
profession.

Graduate Degrees
The Master of Arts (M.A.) denree designation is appropriate for
those graduate study programs in the arts, humanities and certain
social science areas as determined by the Graduate Council.
The Master of Science (H.S.) degree designation is appropriate for
those graduate study programs in the sciences, mathematics, certain
social sciences and other fields not covered by the Master of Arts or
other professional degree designations.
The Master of Education (M.Ed.), Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.),
Master of Music (M.M.) and other designat i ons of the form Master of
(professional field) are used for those g raduate study programs in
professional areas with a distinct profess i onal practice emphasis.

Elementary Level:

a.

A major of 45 cre dits for elementary teachers if the maj or
is in a s ingle disc ipline. For teaching in regular or
self - con t ained e lementary s c hool cl as srooms t he maj o r must
be acc ompanied by t he Elemen ta r y Sc hool Prof e ssionalize d
Subjec ts mi no r . A ma j or o f 60 c r edit s may be a broad a r ea
major c ompos ed o f course s f rom s e vera l disc iplines. Such
a n interdisciplinary ma j or must be comp leted pr ior to
graduation.

b.

One or more minors of at least 19 credits for elementary
teachers.
Secondary Level

2.

Each department which prepares students in subjects commonly
taught in the secondary schools may offer if approved:
a.

. b.

Certificate Programs

One or more maj ors of 45-60 credits for secondary teachers.
The co urs es may or may not be from a single discipline .
Studen ts choo s ing such majors must complete, in a
dis cip line, a mi nor, or sufficient credits to be endorsed
for teaching.
One or more minors of at least nineteen (19) credits for
secondary teachers.

c.

A 60-75 credit inte rdi sciplina ry broad area major. No more
than 60 credits fro m t he depar tme nt offering this major may
be used to satisfy the major requ irement for graduation.
At least 15 credits mu st be fr om one or more other
departments. A minor is not required.

d.

A 60-75 credit ma j or in wh i ch all cours es may be from one
de partment. Th i s major mus t r equire t wo to four courses in
each of four or more are as d is tinctly d ifferent in content,
sk ills and mate ri a l s and c ommonly taugh t in the secondary
schools. A minor is not required.

Certificate programs are courses of study that usually do not lead
to degrees and are of shorter duration than degree programs. They are
usually highly specialized career programs, and they are occasionally
geared for admission to licensing or career entrance tests.
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CURRICULUM APPROVAL PROCESS

CURRICULUM APPROVAL PROCESS

Depar~ta/Prograaa

Oo!partiiiCnts /Progr:ur.s

Appropriate Acadeaic Dean

Appropriate Acade111 c Dean
(see #4, p. 5)

(OLD VERSION)

!See #It, p.

Graduate or Undergraduate Dean

~)_

___ _ _

Graduate or Undergradu.ote Dean

I

I
I

I

.JL
Graduate
Undergraduate
teacher Education
Council

Graduate
Undcrguduate
teAcher Educatiun
Cuuncil

'/;'

'/;'

(see #6, p. 6)

(See Mt, p. 4)
~- - ------

.
1

~-------

eo-it tee

I
I
I

(see tl7,

p. 6)

I
I
I

I

Cuduate
or
UndergraduAte
~an

University Curriculu.
c.-it tee

'-lo"

Faculty Senate

anU

Registrar

(See 17, p. 5)

--""'CradtUte:

I

or
Undergraduate
De•n and
llegi.Crar

'I'

(see p. 2)

.------1

Vice President
for
AcadelliC Affairs

I

I

Hiqher Educ ation

(HEC) BOard

------).

I

....

....
Coordina ti.nq

(See 113, p. 5),...

I'
Board of Trustef"'s

Council for
Posesecondary
Educaeion

for
Acad"ie Affaln
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QUESTIONS WHICH OUGHT TO BE USED BY
DEPARTMENT CURRICULUM COMMITTEES AND

Additions:

CHAIRS WHEN REVIEWING CURRICULUM

Are all costs identified?

PROPOSALS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THEM

Is the course outline complete and thorough?
Are special materials, travel, reference, space,
rooms, etc., identified and itemized?

COURSES
Title:

Are numbers of students anticipated, so stipulated?

Is the title succinct, descriptive easily
abbreviated?

Is the frequency of teaching indicated?

Is the title presently used elsewhere in the
catalog?

Should the course be offered on a trial basis with
an appropriate evaluation submitted?

In the recent past?

Has the course been offered before?

If the course is cross-listed, are the titles
identical?
Number:

Is the course related, duplicative, or an
infringement on another department's offering?

Does the number fit the intended level?

Is or should the course be cross-listed?

Has the number been used within the past two years?

What effect will offering the course have on
existing programs, course loads, etc.?

Does the number meet numbering policy with respect
to type of course (workshop, content, introductory)?
Credit:

Have all costs been approved by the Deans?

Does the credit meet policy standards?

Have all costs been approved by Department members?

Does the credit seem to coincide with the intent of
the course (class requirements)?
Description:

Is the description concise?
Is the description really necessary?

Deletions:

Are sound reasons for addition indicated?

Have all costs been approved by Department Chairs?
PROGRAMS

Are all necessary prerequisites identified?

Are all "hidden" prerequisites identified in a lead
paragraph?

Are all necessary restrictions stipulated?

Are the courses listed in sequence?

Is the grammar, the syntax, etc., correct?

Are all courses listed in the catalog?

Are all programs affected identified?

Do all credits match the course descriptions?

Have the old and the modified programs been
submitted?

Do total credits match the course descriptions?

If the deletion affects other departments, have the
departments been notified?
Reactions obtained?
What effect will the deletion have on students (if
any)?

Are reasons for the program change identified?
Do titles match course titles in catalog?
Do credits tally properly?
If costs are involved, are they identified and
itemized?
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Page 27
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Are number of students indicated who are affected by
the programs?
Are all departments whose courses are listed
(deleted) informed?
What evidence is there that this has occurred?
Does the program change reflect a trend elsewhere?
GENERAL
Was this a departmental decision?
Was the department informed?
If only one instructor is capable of teaching the
course or of handling the program, what will happen
if the instructor leaves?
How many course-credits are required to be offered
by a particular instructor?
How many free electives are presently offered by the
department?
How many courses now listed in the catalog are
taught infrequently?
What areas of the department need strengthening and
how will the change affect the area(s)?

Page
Catalog Deadlines
***Page ••s will be
Contracted Field Experience
added to final copy .
Course Numbering System
Course Title & Description
Credit Allocation to Courses
Curriculum Change Implementation
Curriculum Change Procedures
Curriculum Committee, Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, University
Curriculum, Defined
Department Curriculum Responsibilities
Faculty Senate
Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee
Graduate Council
Graduate Courses
Graduate Degrees
Individual Study Courses
International Study Courses
Lower Division Courses
Non-Credit Courses
Off-campus Courses
Prerequisites
Professional Development courses
Restrictions on Courses
School Deans
Seminars
Special Topic Courses
Teacher Education Council
Teacher Preparation Programs
Undergraduate Council
Undergraduate Degrees
University Curriculum Committee
Upper Division Courses
Workshops

~ (§)v P2

replace "ahead of" with "beyond" in rule specifying
course level eligibility •

.,/ PS

replace "Registrar" with "Dean of Undergraduate
Studies" in procedure for course number assignment.

Changes to proposed CURRICULUM PLANNING AND PROCEDURES revision
PAGE

'0
0

0

0
Gl

f' P7,Ll

Change to "Proposals to add new major and degree
programs will be subject to ••••• •

,r Pl,Ll

Delete "Should such review be necessary,•

~ 7,L3

Change to • ••• consistency with the programmatic
goals and budgetary capacity of the school or ••• •

ll" P3, Ll

Correct spelling: "membership"

,I P2,L2

delete last word on line: •and"

.;"Pl, L3

insert wording so sentence reads "Proposals which
require additional levels of review or modification
during the course of the process ••• "

ll" Pl,L5

., P8

Delete last sentence.

J P2,Ll

transpose letters in "Univeristy"

v P4

extend sentence: • ••• to the Faculty Senate and
referred to the Faculty Senate Curriculum
Committee:"

'f/P5

extend point a: " ••• to constitute a new course,
including proposals to make more than three changes
to an existing course.•

~ P7

~l

L:

~:

add words, to read • ••• 20 class hours (16 clock
hours) and 10 hours of related work for each
credit."

;" Pl

-

,/ PS

~t9--

CrrvUIU

ttrntv )t fl~

8 .

A?l,LS

®

b. Proposals involving the initiation of a new
major, minor or program shall be sent to the
Graduate or Undergraduate Counc il .
On approval
by the appropriate council, proposals affecting
the teacher education curriculum will be sent to
the Teacher Education Council.
After Council
approvals are received, new program proposals
are routed to the University Curriculum rommittee.

G)

G)

Alter beginning of sentence to read "In the year
preeeding •••• •
replace with:

V P7

replace "Remedial Courses" with "Remedial courses
for which credit will not be counted toward degree
requirements.•

Q v Pl

LOCATION / CHANGE

the role of t;-

yYr ~~Oif

(ciJ(X)"

Redundant with page 8, 18.

G)

~

h 4,Ll

e

Use "CFE's" in place of full wording.
change •to enroll in a 290 course ••• • to "before
enrolling in a 290 course ••• •

" Pa

change "to enroll in a 490 course ••• • to "before
enrolling in a 490 course ••• •

JF l,L2

replace "to" with "for"

..... P6

replace "matriculated admission" with
"matriculation"

..,J

G

insert "(CFE)" at the end of the line to introduce
this abbreviation.

rtf P8

@
cv
0

Ll

extend sentence: • ••• approval of the department
chair and dean prior to the beginning of the
course."

P3,L4

Insert a sentence after • ••• free elective
courses.•
The sentence is in the current
guide but was inadvertantly omitted from this
version:
"Majors may not exceed 110 quarter credits.•
Add "Provost and" to the title for the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
Make arrow from Provost to HEC Board double-headed.

PROPOSED COURSE REPETITION POLICY
Some courses are approved for repetition with credit awarded
each time the course is taken and passed.

Such approval is

indicated in the course description in this catalog.

Other courses may be repeated under the following conditions:
1.

Students may repeat such courses only once, and credit will

be awarded only once.

This condition also applies to

transfer courses that are repeated at Central.

2.

When a course is repeated, only the second grade earned will

be used in the computation of the cumulative grade point

average, however both grades will remain in the student's

official record.

3.

Major grade point averages will be computed on the same

basis as described above when major courses are repeated.

Implement Fall, 1989.

March 16, 1989
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OJRRia.JUJM POOPOSALS APPRJVED BY 'mE UNIVERSITY
OJRRICULllM C(M.UTI'EE .AND FOIW\RDID TO THE SENATE

AN'I'fOOPOUXiY
a:x.JRSE AOOITICN

ANTH 456. Principles of Anthropology for Teachers (4). Concepts
related to human biological and cultural adaptation, with emphasia on
applicability to public school teaching (K-12).
MATHEMATICS
PROGRAM CHANGE - OPI'ICN AOOITICN
AS IT APPEARS
Bachelor of Science

ACTUARIAL OPTION
An actuary is a business professional who uses specialhed mathematical
skills from probability and statistics to define, analyze and solve financial
and social problems.
Actuaries create and mana9e insurance programs which
reduce the &dvecse financial impact of both expected and unexpected things that
happen to people, such as illnesses, accidents and death.
In addition,
actuaries design pension pr09cams, making sure there are sufficient resources to
pay retirement and death benefits while also charging participants in the
insurance or retirement plan a fair price.
'Itle Bachelor of Science in Mathematics - Actuarial Science Option listed
below is designed to prepare a student in both the mathematics and business
areas necessary for success in the ri9orous but rewarding actuarial profession.
Required ·coorses · Credits
MATH 172.1, 172.2,
Calculus
10
MA'lli 265,
Linear Algebra I
4
MATH 272.1, 272.2,
Multivariable calculus
10
HATH 311, 410.1, 410.2,
Statistical Concepts And Methods
11
M111 411.1,
Introduction to Probability Theory
4
HATH 411.2, 411.3,
Mathematical Statistics
6
HA111 412,
Actuarial Mathematic•
4
MATH 464,
Games and Prog r aD'IIli ng
5
NX:r 251,
Financial ~ting I
s
NX:r 252,
Financial l!ccounti.m II
5
ECOO 201,
Principles of Econondcs, Micro
5
ECai 202,
Principles of Econ~cs, Macro
5
ECOO 330,
Money and Banking
s
BUS 241,
BUS 370,
BUS 475,
CPSC 177,
EN:i.310,

Legal Environment of Business
Business Finance

5

s
s

Investments

Introduction to FORmAN

4
4

Technical Writing

Total
Biou:x:;ICAL OCI:EN::ES
OXlRSE AOOITI~

BlOC 416. Lalx>ratoty Inmuix>logy (1). Prerequisite, BISC 414 or equivalent.
Purposes am mechanisms of routine immlrx:>logical laboratory tests.
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MEMO
To: Connie Roberta, Chair, Faculty Senate

c:J7

From: Ethan Bergman, Chair,

Acade~ic

Affaira Committee

Date: April 4, 1989
Re: Couraa repetition policy
The Academic Affaire Committee met March 15 to consider
the proposed modifications made by the Graduate Council in
the tabled course repetition
policy
motion.
After
deliberation, we feel there is enough concern about the
existing course repetition by faculty and students that the
tabled motion deserves to be voted on as it is currently
stated.
The Graduate Council had rationale for
modification.
<see attached>

their

proposed

In response to 1. The transcript of individuals repeating
courses will still
include all courses and grades earned.
The Graduate School ~ay manually determine GPA from the
information presented in the transcript.
In response to 2. Western Washington University currently
hae a policy similar to our proposed repetition policy.
They place the burden on the student to inform the
Registrar about repeating a course by filling out e course
repetition card.
The Registrar then flags the course for
notation at the end of the term when
courses
are
completed.
If they fail
to inform the Registrar at
registration, the course repeat will
be caught at senior
evaluation. At that point only the current GPA and credits
earned are effected.
The Registrar at WWU doesn't alter
the transcript in previous terms.
We feel the tabled
course repetition policy could be similarly implemented.
In response to 3. We realize that extra work end expense
in
the
Registrar's
office will
be
generated
by
implementation of the proposed course repetition policy
which ie reason for concern.
However, there are students
who ere no longer able to continue their education beceuee
of the current course repetition policy.
Many of these
students ere diligent
end
deserve
another
chance.
Therefore, we feel
the proposed course repetition policy
deserves a vote.
We propose that thie motion be voted on at
Senate meeting.

the
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Or. Ethan Bergman, Chair
Senate Academic Af fairs Comm i ttee
Campus

February 22, 1989

Dear Dr. Bergman:
In follow-up to your request that the Graduate Council review the proposed Course
Repetition Policy, we did so and developed the follow1ng recommendation:
It was moved, seconded, and passed that the proposed motion before the Faculty Senatf
be modified as follows:
In 2., replace "only the second grade" with "both grades," and replace "however'
with "and."
In 3., replace "same basis as described above" with "basis of the second grade
earned.
11

Our rationale for recommending these changes include the following:
1. Graduate school policy requires the examination and grade point assessment of all
credits taken for purposes of good standing, probation, or suspension (see page 180 of
the University catalog).
2.

It seems improper that the permanent transcript record of any student should be altere
for prior terms.

3.

The cumulative gpa record appearing as a line at the end of each term's work is
automatically calculated. To change this method to a manual correction, especially
when it changes the permanent record, seems unnecessarily expensive for the benefits
derived.

It should be noted that major gpa's are already manually calculated so the change 1n 3 can
be easily implemented. Also note that the proposed change in 3 results in the identical
intent of the Senate's proposed 3.
Finally, it seems to me
to better instruc tional
functi ons. Too many of
import ant instructional

that we oug ht to be allocati ng the mon ies involved in these change
practices, rat her than t r ansferr ing t hese mo nies to record keeping
us i gnore signifi cant costs of these proposals while much more
and academic progr am needs are squeezed for l ack of funds.

Thank you for your consideration of these views on the matter.
S1nyere1y, /1 f'J

A~~~~~- ~-~

Dale R. Comstock
Dean
pc Dean Pappas, Carolyn Wells (Registrar), Connie Roberts (Chair, Faculty Senate),
Graduate Council
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Repetition of Courses
Courses completed wilh a grade lower than "C" may be repeated. In the computation of the grade point average. only
the grade earned in the repeated course is used. If the course Is repeated more than once. all of the repeated grades w111
be averaged in the computation of the grade point average. Successful repetition of a course orlgmally passed carries
no add itional credit towards a degree.

Credit/No Credit Option

Honor Roll

Students are urged to use the credlllno credit option
as a way to explore academic areas of Interest. All
students except for first quarter freshmen and students
on academic probation may select one class per quarter
under this option. A maximum of fifteen credits earned
In credit/no credll courses maY be allowed toward the
180 required for the bachelor's degree.
The courses must be selected from Breadth requirements and free electives; they must not be courses
In Basi.c Requirements. majors or minors or professional
education sequence.
Students designate the course as credit/no credit dur·
ing registrat ion or during " Change of Schedule" period.
Courses may not be repeated on a Credit/No Credit op·
lion.
Credits earned under the credillno credit option are
not included in computing grade point averages. The
grade recorded on the student's transcript will be "CR"
II the course grade Is C· or above. If below c .. the entry
will be " NC".
The credit/no credit option Is distinctive from courses
graded on satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.
Credit/no credit courses will not be counted toward
master's degree credits, or In the graduate grade point
average.

A student who has achieved high scholarship In a
given quarter Is named to the Honor Roll. Honors are
awarded lor a grade point average of 3.4 or higher. To be
eligible a student must complete a minimum of twelve
credlla.

Grade· Reports to Students
A report of the final grades assigned In courses Is
sent \Q e.a1h .~tu~ent at the end ol each quarter.
.

•

•

·!

Graduation with Distinction
Bachelor's degrees are awarded with distinction ac·
cording to the following standards:

3.4 to 3.59 · cum laude
3.8 to 3.79 · magna cum laude
3.8 to 4.00 · summa cum laude
Other distinctions:
3.95 to 4.00 · President's Scholars
3.80 to 4.00 · Dean's Scholars
The following condition must be met by all students
to be considered for graduation with distinction:

1. At least one hall (90) of the credits required lor the
degree must be taken at Central Wash ington Umver:s1·
ty with a minimum of sixty (601 credits earned in
courses taken on the A·E graded basi s.
2. Credits awarded through Course Challenge, Military
Credit, Credit lor Industrial Experience or on a
Credit/No Credit basis will not be allowed In the ninety
credits required for eligibility.
3. Only credits earned at Central Washington University
will be considered In determin ing eligibili ty lor
graduation with distinction.
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Grade Point Average
Grade point a\·eraies are calculate-d by dividing grade
points urnoo by the credit hours 11ttcmptoo. Here Is a typical
e.lample:
Coul'lll

GRADING
PRACTICES

Grade
"Grade Points'' are

assi~ed

A.l.sign~-d

Grade Points for
Each Credit Hour Completed

4.0
3.7
3.3
3.0

A
A-

B•
B

B-

2.7
2.3
2.0

CD..[).

1.7
1.3
1.0
0.7

E

0.0

e.
c
D

A " C" gr11de indkat~ that a studt>nt has made substantial
JHP~fl"'' to-.. ard m('("ting thl' objectl\es of the course 11nd ..h~
lulfillt-d the rt"quirements of the course. The grades above C
11 re us..-d for those students who have demonstrated some
.,.. of superiority . The highest grade. "A", Is 11l5erved for
studrnL' "'ho h11ve e~celled In eH'I)' phase of the course.
Th<· "B" ){n•d•· is for students whose work is superior but does
nnt "'arrant tlw spt"Cial dlstlndl\·eness of the ~A". The "D"ls I
tzradt• for those students who have made progress. toward
n;.-.·tin){ tlw obj('('tives of the course but who have fulftlled the
r"lllirt·ll•<·nts onl~ in a subst.mdard manner. The "E" Is
n·-"·r• t-d for studenl5 "'ho have failed to meet or have lccvrnph>hod so few of the requirements of the course that they
are not t>ntitled to credit.
OtiK'r Grades. The following special grades are also used.
1\o "tzrad<· points" are as.'igned with these letters.
S
l'
0
\\'

3

s
4
4
16
Grade Points
EArned

to each mark as follows:
8-

c

(2.3x3) 6.9
(2.7 I 5) 13.5
(2.0 x4) 8.0

B

(3.0 X 4)

C+
Gnu:k

Sa~t isf actory

l:nsatisfac-tory
.-\udit
\\'ithdrav. n: Indicates a passing grade at the time of
"1thdrawal. See pa"" 25
for policies co,•ering
witluJrll"- al from indh·idual courses or the University.
Jnromplctt>: an "I" (ln(.'(lmplett>) when recorded, Is not a
qualitati\'e grade. Rather, It 15 a symbol which means:
"This student was not 11ble to CQmplete the CQurse by the
end of the term, but had satisfactorily cornplct~ a sufflcit!nt purtion of It and can be expected to finish without
ha\ mg to re-enroll in lt. " An "I" Is not used In CQffi·
puling a grade point a\·erage. To earn a grade, work of
the course must b<- complt>ted as prescribed by the lnst rue-tor on forms filed In the appropriate department offi<'t'. If it is not rornplt·t~·d within one calendar year, the
''I" will be d1ang(-d to an "E".
CR Credit
SC :"';o crt"tlit
:\R :"';o report submitted by the instructor. (A\·ailable for
llq:btr~o~r·~ uw only.)
.1\,,.·r\'ed: uS<·d for 1-!TIIliuatc thcs15 credit only. A grade Is
i is"u·d "'hen thl· th,-:;is is apprO\'ed.

~

CrNit Houn
Attempted

English I~ I
History IU
Psy. 300
Com. 243
Totals

Grading System

:t

12.0
40.4

Dividing 40.4 by 16 gives a grade point average of 2.5. In
computing the student's cumulutive grade puint average. only
work attemptt-d at Central will bl.· lndudcd In the computati on. or course, credits carnc·d ot other institutinru of higher
l<'arning are RCC(-ptcd towards deKr l' • rl•quircmenb according
to the limits Indicated In the St'('tion of this catalog entitled
"Evaluation Lending to Credit ."

Statute of Limitations on Grade Changes
Cr11dl' chan!(i"' may be filed until the end of the subsequent
quarter foli o\\ lng the one In whil'h they were rccordt>d . Spring
Qulirter grades mil)' be changt-d II.S l11te as the end of the fall
Quarter.

Repetition of Courses
Any course ma)' be repeatt-d . All grades carnt-d will be uo;ed
In computing the gr11de point a\'erage. Sucet.-ssful rl'p!'tilion of
a course pre\'iously pulsed carries no addition~! cn'<l•t. unless
other" I§C lndkatro In the cuurse d~·S<·rlptlon. Count"' ma ) not
be repeated on a credit/no credit basis.

Credit/No Credit Option
Students are urgffi to use the credit/no credit option a.s 1
way to explore a('adcmk areas o( lnten'l>t. All student\ except
for first quarter fre,~,hmt>n and studPnts on academic probation
ma)' select one class per quarter u n d~r this option . A maxImum uf (iftl'<'n credits carnt-d In c-rrolt /no credit cour= may
be allowed toward the 180 re<jllired for the bachelor's ckgret:.
The courM~ must he ~elect Pd from breadth rC< tulreme nts
end free eledh·cs: the)• must not be rouJWS In basic rl'·
quirements, majors or minors or professional education sequence.
Students dcslgn11tc the ~-ourlit' as credit/no cn-dit during
regis1ration or during "Change of Scht'dule" period. Courses
may not be repeatt-d on 1 Credit/No Credit option .
Credits earned undf.'r the credit/no cn-dlt option are not Included In computing grade point averages. Tht- grad!' rt:'C'Urded on the student's transcript will be "CR" If the course grade
Is c. or abo,-e, If below C -, the entry will be "NC".
The credit/no c-rt-dlt option Is distinctive from courses grllded on satfsfactory/unsutlsfactory basis.
Cn-dltlno cn-dit rourscs will not be counted toward
master's degrre credits, or In the l(raduate grade point
1\'l'rage.
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